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ABSTRACT

Fenton and photo-Fenton processes are proven to be most promising techniques for the wastewater treatment methods. It provides an attractive method 
for degradation of dyes and breaks them into simple mineral form. These are cost effective and ecologically viable techniques with additional advantages of 
relatively simple approach, use of less hazards chemicals for the degradation and cyclic nature. Thus, it serves as a green chemical and eco-friendly pathway in 
reducing pollution caused by complex dye molecule and other organic compounds. Present work has been designed to investigate photochemical degradation of 
dye Methylene blue by photo-Fenton reaction in presence of resorcinol as an additive. Kinetic study of the reaction has been made by using spectrophotometric 
technique

Effect of variation of various operating parameters such as pH, concentration of Fe3+ ion, dye and additive; amount of H2O2 and light intensity has also been 
observed. A tentative mechanism for the photo-Fenton reaction in presence of organic additive is also given.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The treatment of industrial effluent which may contain a variety of 
suspended solids, oils, metals, ceramics and organic compounds like dyes, 
paints and adhesives is absolutely imperative as wastewater pose a great threat 
to aquatic life. An important and active area of environmental chemistry is 
the search for cheap, simple and effective methods to destroy recalcitrant 
pollutants[1–3]. In this respect degradation of dyes has been given more 
attention by researchers as there are nearly one million tonnes of dye stuff 
produce globally per annum, which are based on more than 10,000 different 
structures [4–6]. The presence of dyes, hinders the photosynthetic activity of 
aquatic plants when discharged into water bodies. Moreover, many dyes are 
cleverly designed to be highly stable towards light, aerobic biodegradation, 
and common oxidants such as hydrogen peroxide or even hypochlorite, making 
chemical removal extremely difficult. Physical methods, such as adsorption 
onto activated carbon, partially removes some dyes, but leaves the problem of 
safe disposal of the concentrated dye [7]. 

The successful removal of dye from the effluents prior to discharge,  using 
existing treatments, are constantly being modified by researchers all over the 
world. In the last one and a half decades, methods based on advanced oxidation 
processes (AOPs) have assumed great importance. In such processes, very 
reactive radicals are generated which efficiently oxidize the organic pollutants 
either directly or via reactions with dissolved oxygen. Advanced oxidation 
processes (AOPs) in general include oxidation techniques using either of the 
following: UV/O3, O3/H2O2, UV/H2O2 or the Fenton (H2O2/Fe2+ or Fe3+) or 
photo Fenton reagent (UV-vis/H2O2/Fe2+ or Fe3+). In these processes the organic 
dye molecules are oxidised to carbon dioxide, water and/or biodegradable 
compounds[8] . AOPs involving Fenton and Photo-Fenton is found to be 
highly effective and efficient in the quick removal of dyes from effluents. 
The degradation of different commercial reactive dyes by using solar light 
assisted Fenton and photo-Fenton reaction has been investigated by numerous 
researchers[9]  and the mechanism as well as kinetics of the reaction has been 
extensively studied in the past [10-17]. Fenton’s reagent which is a mixture of 
H2O2 and ferrous iron, generates hydroxyl radicals with the ferrous (Fe2+) ions 
initiating and catalysing the decomposition of H2O2, resulting in the generation 
of hydroxyl radicals. Though the generation of these radicals involves a 
complex reaction sequence in an aqueous solution[18] the method can be used 
for wide scale treatment of effluent waters as the process does not generate any 
sludge [19-24] . The overall efficiency of photo-Fenton-type oxidation depends on 
specific parameters and their relationships in terms of formation and utilization 
of hydroxyl radicals. Concentration of the reactants (catalyst Fe2+/Fe3+ and 
oxidant H2O2), irradiation intensity, reaction pH, initial pollutant concentration 
(dye) etc., all contribute to the treatment performance, and thus need to be 
carefully optimized.

Addition of other compounds has been found to greatly influence the 
Fenton degradation of target organic compounds in the dark [25-28]. Aromatic 

derivatives, such as hydroquinone and hydroquinone-like compounds, were 
found to have a catalytic action to enhance the Fenton degradation of organic 
compounds in the dark [29-31]. Similarly, the degradation of dye under UV and 
visible light using Fenton reagent is found to be better with the addition of 
several organic and inorganic additives which themselves decompose during 
the degradation of dyes to form environmentally benign products. [32-46] . 
However, a large amount of work is still required to be done to understand the 
catalytic behaviour of aromatic derivatives in the photo-Fenton degradation 
of dyes. 

Present work shows the utility of resorcinol, an aromatic compound, to 
catalyse the visible light assisted photo-Fenton degradation of dye methylene 
blue.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Stock solutions of 1x10-3 M concentration of dye (Methylene blue, 
E.Merck, A.R), Resorcinol (E.Merck, A.R) and FeCl3 (LOBA, A.R) were 
prepared in doubly distilled water. Commercially available 30% w/v hydrogen 
peroxide (E.Merck A.R) was used. All the chemicals were used directly as 
received commercially without any further purification. For the typical run, 30 
cm3 reaction mixture was prepared by adding all reagents one after the other. 
A concentration of 2.33 x 10-5 M for dye, 9.33 x10-5 M for ferric chloride and 
9.33 x 10-5 M for resorcinol was achieved in the reaction mixture and 0.16 
cm3 of H2O2 was added to the solution. The pH of the above solution was 
maintained at 3.00 and kept under the light of 6000 lux intensity. These specific 
concentrations were selected on the basis of optimization of each parameter. 
The optimal value for one parameter, once established, was kept constant and 
other parameters were changed one after the other to get their optimum values. 

For the irradiation of solution a 200 W tungsten lamp, which emits the 
radiations in the visible range of electromagnetic spectrum, was used. To 
measure the intensity of light Lux meter (LT Lutron electronics, model no: LX-
101A) was used. A petridish filled with water was used as water filter to cut off 
thermal radiations. A digital pH meter  (Equiptronics, Model: EQ611) was used 
to measure the pH of the system. 0.1 M sodium hydroxide and 0.1 M sulphuric 
acid (both previously standardised) were used to adjust the pH of the solution 
to the required value. All the solutions were kept at room temperature. The 
kinetic study of photochemical reactions was done by measuring absorbance 
at regular intervals with the help of UV-Visible spectrophotometer (Chemiline, 
Model CL 340).

3. RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION

The absorbance or Optical Density (O. D.) of the dye in the reaction 
mixture was measured at lmax = 660 nm after every 10 minutes using 3.0 cm3 
of the aliquot. With increasing time of exposure, the absorbance or O.D. of the 
solution decreased which indicates a decrease in concentration dye. The results 
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presented graphically in Fig (I A). 
It has been observed that the reaction undergoes completion in two stages. 

The first stage is slow which probably involves the generation of the •OH 
radicals can be considered as induction period. It shows a slight decrease in 
absorbance due to simple photochemical degradation of dye. In second stage, a 
significant decrease in absorbance has been observed. It shows a linear variation 
of 2 + log 10 [O.D.] versus time and the reaction was found to follow pseudo-
first order kinetics. The value of rate constant was calculated using expression:  

k = 2.303 x Slope 

This second stage is photo-Fenton degradation, where •OH radicals act as 
oxidizing agents for the degradation of dye. After that another third stage is 
also observed where the rate of reaction is again slow down due to having very 
less amount of dye towards the end of the degradation. Effect of variation of 
different parameters on the rate of reaction was studied by comparing the rates 
of the second stage of the photo-Fenton reaction. 

It was also reported that the first stage (slow step or induction period) 
gets shorter time span as experimental conditions approached to the optimum 
values. A comparative study of Fig. (1 A) to (1 D) shows expedient degradation 
of dye in presence of additive in light.  A very negligible degradation of dye 
was observed in the absence of organic additive (Resorcinol) in dark by Fenton 
process. The observations revealed that the organic additive accelerates reaction 
rate either by generating •OH radicals rapidly or by providing more number of 
•OH radicals. Under optimal conditions of pH, dye, H2O2, FeCl3, additive and 
light intensity the rate of degradation became very fast and induction period 
diminished almost to zero and third stage of reaction was observed.

FIG. I A : Typical Run – Photo-Fenton Degradation of Methylene Blue 
with Additive in Light.

Methylene blue = [2.33 × 10-5 M] pH = 3.00

Amount of H2O2 = 0.16 cm3 FeCl3 = [9.33 × 10-5 M]

Resorcinol = [9.33 × 10-5 M] Light Intensity = 6000 Lux

With Additive in light

Fig. I B : Typical Run – Fenton Degradation of Methylene Blue with 
Additive in Dark.

Methylene blue = [2.33 × 10-5 M] pH = 3.00

Amount of H2O2 = 0.16 cm3 FeCl3 = [9.33 X 10-5M]

Resorcinol = [9.33 x 10-5M] With additive in Dark

FIG. I C : Typical Run : Photo – Fenton Degradation of Methylene Blue 
without Additive in Light. 

Methylene blue = [2.33 × 10-5 M] pH = 3.00

Amount of H2O2 = 0.16 cm3 FeCl3 = [9.33 X 10-5M]

Resorcinol = [9.33 x 10-5M] Without additive in light
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Fig. I D : Typical run – Photo-Fenton Degradation of Methylene Blue 
Without Additive in Dark.

Methylene blue = [2.33 × 10-5 M] pH = 3.00

Amount of H2O2 = 0.16 cm3 FeCl3 = [9.33 X 10-5M]

Resorcinol = [9.33 x 10-5M] Without additive in light

FIG – 3: Effect of Concentration of FeCl3 on the Photo-Fenton Degradation 
of Dye.

Methylene blue = [2.33 × 10-5 M] pH = 3.00

Amount of H2O2 = 0.16 cm3 Light Intensity = 6000 lux 

Resorcinol = [9.33 × 10-5 M]

3.1 Effect of pH
The effect of pH on additive catalyzed photochemical degradation 

was observed by varying pH from 2.25 to 4.00 whereas the values of other 
parameters were kept constant. The result of Fig. (2) indicates an increase in 
rates of degradation of dye Methylene blue with an increase in pH up to 3.00 
after which the rate was found to decrease. Initially with increasing pH steps 
(4), (5) and (9) get accelerated. At higher pH, ferric ions react with hydrogen 
peroxide to generate water and oxygen, instead of generating hydroxyl radicals, 
which is responsible species for the photochemical degradation of dye. Thus 
rate is found to be decreased.

FIG – 2 : Effect of pH on the Photo-Fenton Degradation of Dye.

Methylene blue = [2.33 × 10-5 M] FeCl3 = [9.33 × 10-5 M]

Amount of H2O2 = 0.16 cm3 Light Intensity = 6000 lux

Resorcinol = [9.33 × 10-5 M]

3.2 Effect of Ferric Ion Concentration
The effect of ferric chloride [Fe+3 ions] concentration on the rate of 

photochemical degradation was investigated by changing the concentration 
from 0.00 to 10.67 x 10-5 M, keeping all other parameters constant. The 
result shown in Fig. (3) indicates an increase in the rate of photo-Fenton 
degradation with increasing concentration of ferric ions up to 9.33 x 10-5 M. 
Up to this particular Fe+3 ion concentration, an increase in the number of Fe3+ 
ions enhances the generation of •OH radicals thus the rate of photochemical 
degradation is increased. At higher concentration of ferric ions, the rate of 
reaction was observed to be decreased.

3.3 Effect of Amount of Hydrogen Peroxide 
Keeping all the other parameters constant, the amount of H2O2 added was 

varied from 0.04 to 0.32 cm3 and its effect on the kinetics of photochemical 
reaction was observed. The result as reported in Fig. (4) indicates an increase 
in the rate of photo - degradation of dye with increase in the amount of H2O2 
up to 0.16 cm3, beyond which a decrease in degradation of dye is observed. 
This behavior can be explained on the basis of more production of hydroxyl 
radicals due to increase amount of hydrogen peroxide which increase the rate 
of reaction. The higher concentration of hydrogen peroxide will lead to the 
production of perhydroxyl radicals (HO2

·) as a result of reaction between 
H2O2 and ·OH radicals (step 7) and these radicals are having lower oxidation 
potential than hydroxyl radicals thus, rate of reaction is found to be decreased.

FIG – 4 : Effect of Amount of H2O2 on the Photo-Fenton Degradation of 
Dye.

Methylene blue = [2.33 × 10-5 M] pH = 3.00

Resorcinol = [9.33 × 10-5 M] FeCl3 = [9.33 × 10-5 M]

Light Intensity = 8000 lux 

3.4 Effect of Additive Concentration
The concentration of additive (Resorcinol) has been varied from 1.33 x10-5 

M to 10.67 x 10-5 M and its effect on the rate of photochemical degradation 
of dye was investigated. The results are reported in Fig. (5) which shows that 
rate of reaction increases with increase in concentration of additive up to 9.33 
x 10-5 M after that decrease in rate of reaction was reported. Initially resorcinol 
acts as a catalyst and generates ferrous ions [reactions (1)-(3)] which in turn 
generate hydroxyl radicals rapidly. Thus rate of degradation increases. At 
higher concentration additive itself oxidized by hydroxyl radicals thus decrease 
in rate of reaction was observed.
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3.5 Effect of Dye Concentration
At different concentrations of dye (Methylene blue) ranging from 1.00 x 

10-5 M to 4.00 x10-5 M, the effect of the dye concentration on the degradation 
of Methylene blue was observed by maintaining all other parameters constant. 
The result as reported in Fig. (6) indicates an initial increase in rate of photo-
bleaching of dye due to availability of more dye molecules for degradation. 
A further increase in the dye concentration results in retardation of reaction. 
This can be attributed to the increased number of collisions between dye 
molecules themselves than the probability of collisions between dye and •OH 
radicals. In addition, at higher concentrations the dye molecules themselves 
may act as quenchers for the photons of the incident light, and hence prevent 
sufficient light intensity to reach the bulk of the solution. Hence at higher dye 
concentrations, a decrease in the rate of photo degradation of dye is observed.

FIG – 5 : Effect of Additive Concentration on the Photo-Fenton 
Degradation of Dye.

Methylene blue = [2.33 × 10-5 M] pH = 3.00

Amount of H2O2 = 0.16 cm3 FeCl3 = [9.33 × 10-5 M]

Light Intensity = 6000 lux 

FIG. 6 : Effect of Concentration of Dye Methylene Blue on the Photo-
Fenton Degradation of Dye.

pH = 3.00 FeCl3 = [9.33 × 10-5 M]

Amount of H2O2 = 0.16 cm3 Light Intensity = 6000 Lux 

Resorcinol = [9.33 × 10-5 M]

3.6 Effect of Light Intensity 
The effect of variation of light intensity ranging from 2000 lux to 9000 lux 

on the rate of photo-Fenton degradation of Methylene blue was investigated, 
keeping all other parameters at their optimum value. The results shown in 
Fig. (7) reveals that the rate of degradation of dye shows a linear relationship 
with intensity of light upto 6000 lux. After that further increase in light 
intensity results into decrease in rate of reaction. When the intensity of light 
is increased, the number of photons striking on the solution increases which 
results in  generation of more hydroxyl radicals which are responsible for the 
photochemical degradation of dye. At higher light intensity, probably due to 
some thermal reactions, the decreased rate of degradation was observed.

FIG – 7 : Effect of Light Intensity on the Photo-Fenton Degradation of 
Dye.

Methylene blue = [2.33 × 10-5 M] pH = 3.00

Amount of H2O2 = 0.16 cm3 FeCl3 = [9.33 × 10-5 M]

Resorcinol = [9.33 × 10-5 M]

4. MECHANISM
On the basis of this multidimensional study and extensive literature 

survey47-49, a following tentative mechanism can be given for photo- Fenton 
degradation of Methylene blue in presence of organic additive. 

Fe3+ + H2O + hν   →   Fe2+ + •OH + H+   (4)
Fe3+ + H2O2 + hν→ Fe2+ + •O2H + H+   (5)
Fe2+ + H2O2→ Fe3+ + •OH + OH-    (6)
•OH + H2O2→ •O2H + H2O    (7)
Fe2+ + •OH→ Fe3+  + OH-    (8)
Fe3+  + •O2H→ Fe2+ + O2 + H+   (9)
 •OH + •OH → H2O2    (10)
Dye (Methylene blue) + •OH→ Colourless Products (11)

On exposure to light, the ferric ions present in the solution generate 
protons, •OH radicals and ferrous ions (step 4). Ferrous ions are also generated 
by the reactions of ferric ions with hydrogen peroxide as well as with resorcinol 
in presence of light (steps 5 and 1). These ferrous ions react with H2O2 and 
generate hydroxyl ions and hydroxyl radicals and are oxidized back to ferric 
ions (step 6). The hydroxyl radicals, thus generated are probably the most 
active species in the degradation of dye.

Aromatic additive like resorcinol plays an important role in catalyzing the 
Fenton and photo-Fenton reactions. Resorcinol accelerates the Fenton reaction 
by increasing the regeneration of ferrous ion (steps (1) and (2)), which might be 
the slowest step in the mechanism of the simple Fenton reaction. Further, this 
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type compounds are continuously regenerated from quinone or semi-quinone 
by reaction with •O2H radicals and disproportionation reaction of semiquinone 
[(12)- (14). This regeneration of hydroquinone continuously promotes the rate 
of the reaction.

 •O2H + Quinone derivative → Semiquinone + O2                                       (12)
•O2H + Semiquinone → Hydroquinone derivative + O2                         (13)
2 Semiquinone → Hydroquinone derivative + Quinone derivative                

…(14)

The role of •OH radicals as active oxidizing species was confirmed by using 
isopropanol which is a hydroxyl radical scavenger. The rate of photochemical 
degradation was found to be drastically reduced in presence of isopropanol. 

5. CONCLUSION

Photo-Fenton process has been proven as one of the most promising 
techniques for the degradation of organic pollutants. It provides method for 
decomposition of dye which is benign to the nature and is economically viable 
too. The efficacy of this reaction can be further increased by the addition 
of an aromatic additive like resorcinol. In the present case, a negligible 
decolorization of dye was observed in the absence of additive by photo –Fenton 
process. Moreover, it was also observed that in absence of light and additive 
the rate of Fenton reaction is extremely slow. The comparative study shown in 
Table 1 reveals that the rate of degradation in different conditions shows the 
following order –

TABLE – 1 : A Comparative Study of Rate of Reaction (k) of Different Systems.

Time (mins) With Additive Without Additive

In presence of Light In Dark In presence of Light In Dark

0 2.141 2.142 2.159 2.162

5 2.147 - 2.163  -

10 2.137 2.138 2.160 2.160

15 2.115 - 2.153  -

20 2.056 2.128 2.145 2.156

30 1.907 2.121 2.145 2.155

40 1.837 - 2.144  -

45 1.776 2.121 2.137 2.154

50 1.716 - 2.139  -

60 1.572 2.093 2.132 2.153

65 1.513 2.070 2.119 2.151

70 1.491 - 2.112  -

75 1.459 2.042 2.110 2.150

80 1.452 - 2.105  -

85 1.420 1.997 2.098 2.146

90 1.369 - 2.079  -

95 1.338 1.923 2.079 2.143

100 1.332 - 2.066  -

105 1.326 1.872 2.061 2.145

110 1.170 - 1.684 2.136

121  - 1.769 - 2.134

k 5.785× 10-4 sec-1 2.42 × 10-4 sec-1 0.590× 10-4 sec-1 0.18 × 10-4 sec-1

With Additive in Light > With Additive in Dark > Without Additive in Light > Without Additive in Dark

The graphical representation of all the systems has also been shown in Fig. 
(1 A) to (1 D).

In the presence of light, the rate of regeneration of ferrous ions in the system 
increases through the photo-Fenton reactions (steps iv and v). The regeneration 
of ferrous ions in the system is also being increased by aromatic additive.  Due 
to the regeneration of ferrous -- ferric ions and additive in the system, the entire 
process can be considered as cyclic and due to which a very less concentration 
of reagents are required for the degradation of dye. In addition to that all the 
chemicals used in the reactions are less hazardous to the environment thereby 
providing an eco-friendly or green chemical pathway for decomposition of the 
dye. The whole process has been depicted diagrammatically in Fig. (8).

FIG. 8
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